About us

Today, MojPosao is among 20 most visited web sites in Croatia, with more than 600,000 visitors monthly. So far, more than 54,000 clients started their recruitment process through ads on MojPosao, and estimation is that more than 140,000 people found their job on MojPosao.

MojPosao is operated by Tau on-line Ltd. which is part of Alma Media from Finland. In addition to being a part of one of the leading media company in Europe MojPosao is associated with leading job boards in region of SE Europe – Infostud.com from Serbia, and Posao.ba from Bosnia and Herzegovina. Those job boards are similar to MojPosao by their strength and share in their countries markets (85%). Also, MojPosao is associated globally, and is a member of the largest on-line recruitment network in the world – The Network, and international network of job boards – Broadbean, since 2007.

MojPosao acquired numerous acknowledgments, among them Prime ministers award on VIDI Web Top 100 in 2002., Top 10 most visited job boards in the world for non English speaking area, Superbrand and Gazela status for 2008., and Top 50 technological companies with fastest growth in Central Europe for 2009. – Deloite.

One of the most successful projects is regional Virtual Career and Education Day thanks to which more than 100,000 visitors gets a chance to apply for job vacancies, review educational programs and directly communicate with companies and educational institutions from Croatia, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina on www.dankarijera.com.

First job fair titled 1. Croatian Career Day was held in June 2005. at Zagreb Velesajam. Several thousand students and persons seeking first employment visited it. First Virtual Career Day was organised from 11. till 18. November 2009. and has recorded more than 30,000 on-line visitors. The fair was broadened with educational programs in May 2009. and in October 2010. it become regional and extended on Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Among other projects excels EduCentar (www.EduCentar.net) which is today leading web site for educational programs in Croatia. It was launched in 2002. as a part of MojPosao. Two years later web site MojPrviPosao (www.MojPrviPosao.net) was launched. Its main goal was promotion of student practices and first employment. MojPosao also publishes a book "Careers" - guide for easier job search with includes profiles of leading Croatian employers and educational institutions. It provides essential information about domestic labour market.
In March, 2013 MojPosao will organize the first annual HR Days conference designed for HR executives and specialists, general managers and other executives who are responsible for human capital. The conference will be a perfect opportunity to meet some of the leading HR experts in the world and to gain an insight into specific tools that can be applied in human resources management regardless of a company size.

One of MojPosao’s newest projects is MojaPlaca.hr – service that provides both job seekers as well as employers, with up-to-date information on salaries by work positions. Service is the brainchild of the company Profesia, spol. s r.o. Till 2011, MojPosao had its own Salary survey.

MojPosao conducts surveys that have become a source of relevant information on Croatian labour market trends since 2005. The first report on supply and demand in the labour market was published in June 2006. Some of most significant surveys are Employers of first choice and on best employers. Based on results of the survey best companies were, for the first time, publicly awarded in May 2010. Also, there was selection of best practices in human resources nominated by companies which implemented those projects.

MojPosao has a significant role in various projects regarding human resources management. Some of them are Selectio HR Akademija and Employer Partner Certificate project developed in cooperation with Selectio Ltd. MojPosao also takes part in numerous projects that promote equality of all participants on labour market.